
BOHEMIAN GROVE 
 
As far as this “conspiracy theorist” can see the only web site that looks into this debacle 
of demonism attended by many “conservative” political leaders, business gurus and the 
like is infowars.com sponsored by “conspiracy theorist” Alex Jones.  Before we get to his 
take (and worse) let’s corroborate that such a thing as Bohemian Grove exists and is not 
just the rants of yours truly or “conspiracy theorist” Alex Jones.  On October 16, 2008 the 
Seattle Post Intelligence had an article entitled “Nation’s power elite at play is no pretty 
picture” by Columnist Joel Connelly.  Here are some excerpts (and “no pretty picture” 
may be the understatement of the year, if that’s possible in this increasingly bizarre 
world’s descent “To the Mouth of Madness”): 
 

THE MEN ARE shown with sex toys around their necks, doing skits in blackface, 
dressed in wigs and women's clothing and consuming copious quantities of 
alcoholic beverages. 

Are these the boys-will-be-boys antics of the wildest frat house on some college 
campus? 

Nope, it's the American power elite at play, as photographed by Alejandro Tomas 
over 26 years of attending an annual horse ride called Rancheros Visitadores in 
the Santa Ynez Valley near Santa Barbara, Calif. 

Tomas, a senior faculty member at Seattle Central Community College, has 
assembled a startling photo essay on leisure activities of leading citizens -- 
including a former president of the United States. 

The ride of the rich, in early May, is one of several elite gatherings: Best known is 
the summer Bohemian Grove encampment in Northern California, where Ronald 
Reagan and Richard Nixon once huddled over 1968 presidential plans. 

This sounds good…it only gets “better” or more aptly more bizarre: 

Leaving the mission, those in the saddle plan their sins. Tomas' shots show 
prostitutes arranging assignations with Rancheros during the upcoming weeklong 
ride. The hookers come from as far away as Las Vegas. 

Liaisons take place away from the Ranchero's three encampments, in nearby 
towns where some of the locals call them "Los Ranchero Liquidores." 

Who goes on the ride? The club is exclusive, white and male, with a membership 
limited to 600. A couple hundred invited guests and guys from the wait list attend 
each year. 

Photos from the 1989 ride show Reagan, an honorary member, on a buckboard 
beside former Interior Secretary William Clark. Gen. P.X. Kelly, commandant of 
the Marines, also is pictured. 



"Ronald Reagan was known as somewhat of a moralist," Tomas explained. 

Hence, we have a revealing pair of shots from the '89 ride. The Gipper is shown 
looking on at a male skit. In the skit, a blown-up sex doll has been discreetly clad 
in a bra and panties. 

Why do power guys do this? Bohemian Grove does have serious lectures -- 
former Secretary of State George Schultz doesn't go around in a tutu -- but 
features endless drinking and men dressed in women's clothes. Rancheros are 
mostly into male bonding. 

This is truly sickening; this “conspiracy theorist” actually though highly of Ronald 
Reagan before reading this.  I must admit the guy apparently tried to get America back on 
the right track with sayings like “A nation not under God is a nation gone under” and his 
genuine desire to help people of all creeds under real conservative ideals.  But something 
like this begs the question, was he really sincere?  He definitely knew about the 
“conspiracy” since many other global elite types like David Rockefeller (him again?) 
George Schultz, etc. etc. go to this thing.  Was Ronald Reagan doing the best he could to 
help America while knowing who really runs the show or was he just another lap dog of 
the global elite like most if not all presidents since Abraham Lincoln?  God, the real One, 
only knows.  Anyway even our friend Joel Connelly misses the “conspiracy” while he 
stares right at with this conclusion: 

With millions of excluded Americans ready to curb their power and put a product 
of Kenya and Kansas into the White House, they'll likely need to drown their 
sorrows in May. (1) 

Hey Joel your “friend” Obama IS a lap dog of the very same David Rockefeller 
Bohemian Grove types as is indicated by Zbigniew Brzezinski, his “advisor” starting way 
back when at his (still sealed) days at Columbia University.   Recall that the Rockefeller 
puppy dog/Trilateral Commission co-founder Brzezinski was also an “advisor” to the 
debacle known as Jimmy Carter.  If anybody doubts this supposition may I suggest the 
Bilderberg Group link on the very list of links you just came from?  By the way, is 
anybody in our sell-out lap dog mainstream snews concerned about “The One’s” alleged 
birthplace in Kenya (i.e. not a “natural born citizen” as is directly required by our 
“living” Constitution) besides worldnetdaily.com?  Apparently Joel Connelly is not.   

Let’s just run through a few more sources to confirm that this gathering of kooks exists 
although under an effective mainstream snews blackout not unlike the Bilderberg Group 
(see the link) before we get to the “conspiracy theorist” Alex Jones, and worse.  A simple 
Google search turns up many resources.  Let’s start with a web site entitled fair.org that 
claims a higher up from People Magazine did manage to infiltrate this thing in the 
summer of 1991: 

When Dirk Mathison, San Francisco bureau chief for People magazine, infiltrated 
the exclusive Bohemian Grove retreat this summer, he got a view into the U.S. 
elite that very few reporters have glimpsed. Unfortunately, that elite includes the 



management of Time Warner, the owner of People, which prevented Mathison 
from telling his story. 
 
Bohemian Grove, a secluded campground in California's Sonoma County, is the 
site of an annual two-week gathering of a highly select, all-male club, whose 
members have included every Republican president since Calvin Coolidge. 
Current participants include George Bush, Henry Kissinger, James Baker and 
David Rockefeller -- a virtual who's who of the most powerful men in business 
and government. 

 
Hmmm.  David Rockefeller; we just cannot escape this ROCKEFELLER name can we? 
(For starters in case you missed it go the 1984 link on the bottom of the New Age page).   
Now this next quote is interesting given the nefarious Bilderberg Group (see link on the 
much related links list you just came from). That group’s cloak of secrecy is justified by 
the desire of the attendees, many of whom are Bohemian Grovers including one David 
Rockefeller, to have “frank and open discussion” (by a group of 120-140 of the world’s 
most powerful political, economic, media and educational elite): 
 

…members maintain that the goings-on there are not newsworthy events, merely 
private fun.  

 
So what DO they discuss at this ultra secret meetings for “our” apparently very bizarre 
“conservative” political leaders having “private fun”?  More than the latest American Idol 
results that we in the “imbecile majority” are constantly fed by “our” “free and 
independent press” apparently: 
 

In fact, official business is conducted there: Policy speeches are regularly made 
by members and guests, and the club privately boasts that the Manhattan Project 
was conceived on its grounds. 
 
Other featured speakers included Defense Secretary Richard Cheney on "Major 
Defense Problems of the 21st Century", former Health, Education and Welfare 
Secretary Joseph Califano on "America's Health Revolution -- Who Lives, Who 
Dies, Who Pays", and former Attorney General Elliott Richardson on "Defining 
the New World Order". 

 
So why doesn’t the media, our mainstream snews, report on this debacle of demonism.  
They’re part of the show too, just like the Bilderberg Group… 
 

Time Warner is not the only media corporation with Bohemian connections. The 
list of Fourth Estate bigwigs who have been members or guests is extensive: 
Franklin Murphy, the former CEO of the Times Mirror corporation; William 
Randolph Hearst, Jr.; Jack Howard and Charles Scripps of the Scripps-Howard 
newspaper chain; Tom Johnson, president of CNN and former publisher of the 
Los Angeles Times. 

 



The centerpiece of this circus of “conservatives” is a large occult related owl that will be 
discussed subsequently but this “conspiracy theorist” merely wants to establish that such 
a weird thing does go on here: 
 

Walter Cronkite, now on the CBS board, hangs out at the same lodge at Bohemian 
Grove as George Bush and the former chairs of Procter & Gamble and Bank of 
America; Cronkite's voice has served as the voice of the Owl of Bohemia, a 
fixture in the club's mock-druidic rituals. (2) 

 
Here’s one from the New York Post that should send shivers down the spine of anyone 
that puts faith in “our” alleged “conservative” leaders: 
 

July 22, 2004 -- THE power-moguls and political heavyweights now luxuriating 
at ultra-exclusive retreat Bohemian Grove are unaware that they're being waited 
on hand-and-foot by a famous gay porn star.  

We're told that "Chad Savage," who has appeared in such carnal classics as 
"How the West Was Hung," is supplementing his sex job by working as a valet at 
Bohemian Grove, the all-male annual gathering inside a 2,700-acre redwood 
forest in Monte Rio, Calif., that has been attended by every Republican president 
since Calvin Coolidge, as well as by industrial titans and media magnates.  

Savage sure knows how to provide "service." When he starred in "How the West 
Was Hung" in 1999, one reviewer wrote that he wore a "beatific grin" while 
engaging in an orgy, and added that his "youthful enthusiasm is entirely winning."  

When they're not listening to policy speeches, "Bohos" are known to urinate 
freely in the redwoods and perform mock-druidic rituals that revolve around a 40-
foot-tall stone owl. In one ritual, called "Cremation of Care," members wearing 
red-hooded robes cremate a coffin effigy of "Dull Care" at the base of the owl 
altar. (3) 

Now does the apparently shocking opening on the home page make more sense? 
Hopefully you’ve gotten this far.  What a bunch of #### weirdoes…and we haven’t even 
gotten to the “liberal” “New” Age Mother Earth loons. 

Let’s get “conspiracy theorist” Alex Jones (infowars.com) take on this whole debacle of 
dedication to death by “our” “conservative” political leaders.  He is the only person 
anywhere that has managed to get video of this thing to the “imbecile majority” on a 
DVD entitled “Dark Secrets Inside Bohemian Grove” (see infowars.com).   
Very interestingly Mr. Jones has one article entitled “The Bohemian Grove Is an 
Offshoot of Skull and Bones – New, Exclusive Photos”.   Now Skull and Bones is 
directly related to the Illuminati and was discussed thoroughly on the bottom of the New 
Age page (see link 322, the Georgia Guidestones and the eco wackos).  Very briefly it is 
a secret society at Yale University that has included many political, media and “Federal” 
“Reserve” types from the nineteenth century on.  George Bush senior mentions one line 
of it in his autobiography but no more due to the vow of secrecy members take.  That 



such a society called “Skull and Bones” does exist was even the subject of a History 
Channel documentary (Histories Mysteries: Secret Societies DVD) where they discussed 
the employment of all kinds of death worshipping and bizarre sexual like activities in a 
coffin.   So this pattern of bizarre Sodom and Gomorrah like activity by “our” 
“conservative” leaders/weirdoes is not just limited to Bohemian Grove.    
 
By the way, does anybody else notice that the very “liberal” environmental movement is 
always right in the middle of these discussions of the “conservative” “capitalist” 
Rockefeller/Bush types? 
 
Anyway here are some photos of the “conservatives” that “conspiracy theorist” Alex 
Jones credits to Bohemian Grove: 
 
 
   
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
This is a picture of the burning owl ceremony derived from the Ancient Caananites. This 
is interesting since Nephilim related giants (see Djwhal Khul link on the related links 
page) like Goliath once occupied the land of Canaan. Very briefly it is the area of modern 
day Israel and God’s Chosen peoples’ returned there under Moses after 430 years of 
slavery in “New” Age central, Ancient Egypt, and a 40 year journey through the desert.  
So the Bible is corroborated once again even in this bizarre scenario. Apparently devil 
worshipping by “our” higher ups isn’t just limited to say the “liberal” Al Gore led global 
warming is a “spiritual issue” Mother Earth loons and the rest of the Saint John’s the 
Divine eco wacko/”New” Age crowd (see Cathedral link on the related links page). 
 



Let’s continue. 

  
So a “liberal” like Brzezinski/Rockefeller lackey Jimmy Carter do show up at these 
things.  Even the Germans get in on the act: 
 
  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



I’ll let “conspiracy theorist” Alex Jones explain this one: 
 

From page 243 (in 1991) German Chancellor Helmut Schmidt addresses the elite 
of the world at a lakeside talk. Helmut Schmidt, in his own autobiography, "Men 
and Powers, a Political Retrospective, says that he is a member of the Council on 
Foreign Relations, the Trilateral Commission and the Bilberberg group. He also 
says that he has been an active participant in bringing in world government. Mr. 
Schmidt also said in his book that leaders from globalist bodies travel to the 
Grove every summer. He talks about secret groves in Germany where they do 
druidic rituals, but indicates that Bohemian Grove is his favorite place to 
participate in these rituals.  
In Alex jones' film, Dark Secrets: Inside Bohemian Grove closeups are shown of 
Helmut Schmidt's book and the text. (4) 

 
Finally here is the image of the book from whence all this came according to “conspiracy 
theorist” Alex Jones: 
 
  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Let’s look at few tid bids from another article by “conspiracy theorist” Alex Jones that 
discusses the aforementioned large owl also known as “Moloch”: 
 

There are four different effigies that are used in the ceremony. The footage from 
inside the owl shows one of the effigies propped up against the wall. The effigy 
has been burned and its metal skeleton remains. It is clearly an effigy of a human 



body. Also inside the owl, we see what appear to be electrical generators, wires, 
stereo systems, public address systems, and amplifiers stacked on top of each 
other. We can confirm that the owl itself has a metal structure with a stone facing. 
 

Interestingly some parts of the burning owl/human sacrifice ceremony are credited to the 
Druids.  The Druids were included under the “New” Age/modern day Mother Earth  
umbrella of loons discussed in “The THEorY of LIVEvolution”.  Very briefly these 
characters were around in the BC era in the area of Western Europe and England but 
were eviscerated by the Roman Empire.  Interestingly, they are associated with England’s 
Stonehenge; and what do we have in Elberton, Georgia?  The American Stonehenge 
brought to us by one RC Christian (see 322, the Georgia Guidestones and the eco wackos 
link on the New Age page and the link on the related links page here). Today their known 
history is a mixture of truth and legend not unlike the mythologies of many Ancient 
cultures like Greece and Egypt.   Their big thing was nature worship and human sacrifice 
with ceremonial fire thrown in. Today many “liberal” “New” Agers consider themselves 
“Druids”. 
 
In “The THEorY of LIVEvolution” there are many quotes like “imbecile majority” by 
Freemason historian Manly Hall (who was actually quoting “New” Age gem/devil 
worshipper Helena Blavatsky), “petty bourgeoisie” by insider historian (and Bill Clinton 
hero) Carroll Quigley and “human weeds” by Rockefeller supported abortion/eugenicist 
lovely (and Hillary Clinton hero) Margaret Sanger.   Who do you think THEY are 
referring to?  “Conspiracy theorist” Alex Jones answers that question, just in case you 
were wondering: 
 

Our social lives, going to the football game or the PTA, are somewhat different to 
the leisure pursuits of the world's elite.  
 
If you were aware of the fact that your neighbor made mock human sacrifices to 
Moloch, a canaanite deity, would you let them walk your dog? Sit your house? 
Would you let them baby sit your children? 
 
Yet the global elite that attend the Grove have their fingers on the nuclear launch 
codes. Is it not therefore in the interest of the American people and the wider 
world that the veil of secrecy which shadows the activities inside Bohemian 
Grove be brought to light and exposed for what it is? The edifice for a satanic 
conspiracy that seeks to dominate and enslave mankind. (5) 

 
So where else do we see this concept of a large, burning effigy in some kind of weird, 
pagan based ritual?  The “New” Agers of course as documented by “conspiracy theorist” 
Tom Horn in an article entitled “Burning Man Just One of the Signs the Occult is 
Sweeping the Globe”: 
 
 Esoteric festivals with crowds in the tens of thousands are growing in popularity. 
 



BLACK ROCK CITY, Nevada – Across the sea in the UK, Brighton proudly 
wears the title these days of ‘Capital of Occulture.”  This year’s Occulture 
festivities exhibited bigger than ever venues – sacred music and dance, 
clairvoyance, psychic and tarot readers, chakra, traditional witchcraft, tattooing, 
piercing, fetish Satanism, shamanism, transcendent techniques, and lectures 
favoring paganism from the Original Book of Shadows.   

 
And then there was the “Pleasure Dome” where magicians, sorcerers and witches 
discussed their trade, including Mogg Mordon, founder of the Golden Dawn 
Occult Society, Ralph Harvey a prominent Wiccan High Priest, and Emrys, a 
Shaman of the Cromlech Covenant.  
 
On the heels of this in the U.S., Burning Man has grown to become the largest 
ever, surpassing last year’s 33,000 participants as the number of earth 
worshipping pagans swells the ranks of party-goers from across Canada, Brazil, 
Germany, Russia and 25 other countries to an isolated corner of Black Rock 
Desert in Nevada. 
 
As in the past, this year’s clothing-optional Burning Man offers no-holds-barred 
“Woodstock” style festival where neo-pagans, wiccans, transvestite entertainers, 
curiosity seekers, and old hippies can go to trance, perform rituals, burn sacrifices 
to deities, fornicate and otherwise “express” themselves freely. 
 
The 40-foot-high effigy Burning Man (the “Spirit Cave Man” – sacred to local 
Indians and New Agers) will be torched as usual together with just about 
everything else at the close of the festivity. 

 
So here we have the “New” Age equivalent of the “conservative” large burning owl 
debacle.  In his DVD “Dark Secrets Inside Bohemian Grove” “conspiracy theorist” Alex 
Jones records some “New” Age loons praying outside to the gods of white magic in an 
effort to counteract the “conservative” loons praying inside to black magic.   
 
So just how prevalent is this Satanic assault on Spaceship Earth?  More so than your 
average member of the “imbecile majority” like yours truly would like to believe: 
 

As we approach the culmination of “the new order of the ages”, cult experts 
forecast a continuing revival of such mysticism.  While church attendance 
continues to decline across the United States and Britain, adherents to the occult 
expand their “services” to meet the desires and mystical interests of a spiritually 
hungry world. 

 
New Age expert Judy Vorfeld says, “Dabbling in the realm of the occult is 
currently stylish.  Even some Christians seem unable to avoid the attraction of this 
colorful, seductive world.” 

 



She’s right.  From Burning man festivals to public school Environmental 
Education to faddish television good-guys and bad-girls, today’s generation is 
lapping up as much New Age Occultianity as they can get their hands on. (6) 

 
On jesus-is-savior.com appears these excerpts on world leaders throughout history 
(Hopefully if you’ve gotten this far none of this sounds outlandish): 
 

Serial killers, government tyrants, academic liberals, Catholic priests, politicians, 
Mormon Church higher-ups, Jewish rabbis, environmental extremists, 
communists, religious heretics, mass murderers, occultists, spies, and the 
Illuminati share something hideous and grotesque in common. Almost all are 
homo-sexual. Worse, most of the sick-minded men who comprise these demented 
social groups are not only homosexual, they practice the most kinky and perverted 
forms of sexual licentiousness-pedophilia, satanic bondage, physical torture, 
bisexuality, transvestitism, and even bestiality. 
 
If you doubt this, I invite you to consider the wicked lives of some of these moral 
degenerates—men like Lenin, Mussolini, Hitler, Marx, Jim Jones, Alfred Kinsey, 
Michael Jackson, Jacques DeMolay, Bill Clinton, Jim Bakker, Jimmy Swaggart, 
Mick Jagger, Aleister Crowley, Hubert Humphrey, Paul Tsongas, Martin Luther 
King, Mario Cuomo, Rudy Giuliani, Jeffrey Dahmer, Richard Speck, and John 
Wayne Gacy. 
 
In the ancient pagan Mystery Religions, homosexuality and pedophilia were 
popularized. Worshippers of Baal erected shrines and temples of male prostitution 
(I Kings 14). Roman Emperors Nero, Caligula, and Commodus engaged in incest, 
sex with boys, bondage, and a variety of evil crimes. So, too, did those in 
Pharaoh's court. Alexander the Great was a homosexual who loved little boys. 

 
Interestingly our “Ascended Master” RC Christian is associated with the Knights 
Templar who in turn are credited as the foundation of our current scam system of fiat 
money producing central banks a la the “Federal” “Reserve” here in Mystery, Babylon. 
 

In the Knights Templar rituals, a crucifix of Jesus was reviled and urinated on, 
and homosexual orgies were rumored. Strangely, the seal, or coat of arms, of the 
Order depicted two knights riding on one horse! Was this an emblem of their 
homosexual passion or, as the Templars protested, a statement of their "brotherly 
love?" 

 
These are just excerpts, the article is harsh but hopefully it WAKES up at least some 
people.  This is from the conclusion: 
 

I do NOT condone hatred towards anyone. In fact, the Bible never directs us to 
hate anyone (not even the Devil). However, the Bible does teach us to hate evil 
(Psalm 97:10). The Word of God clearly teaches in Romans 1:26-32 that 
homosexuality is a horrible sin. According to 1st Corinthians 6:9-10, homosexuals 



will not be allowed into Heaven. For that matter, no sinners will be allowed into 
Heaven. The only hope is through the precious literal blood of Jesus Christ which 
washes our sins away (Colossians 1:14; 1st John 1:7). I do NOT seek to be unkind 
to anyone, but the Word of God is not going to change (Matthew 5:18). Sodomy 
(the Bible's term for homosexuality) is sinful in God's eyes! If you don't like it, 
then get mad at God. (7) 

 
The Word of God doesn’t change; it CANNOT change or we’re left with an ambiguous, 
uncertain situation characteristic of every other worldly religion and human politician.   
 
Just in case you were wondering, the owl has all kinds of relations to “the Angel of 
Light” or Djwhal Khul or RC Christian or Satan or whatever the hell, pun intended, our 
political leaders have contacted in the netherworld (see link on related links page 
Ephesians).  First remember the concept of the “dirty bird” discussed in Section IV of  
Mystery, Babylon, USA.  In the Old Testament Book of Isaiah we see a reference to the 
owl and another “dirty bird” and God, the real One, is not pulling any punches: 
 

For it is the day of the LORD’s vengeance, and the year’s recompences for the 
controversy of Zion.  And the streams therof shall be turned into pitch, and the 
dust therof into brimstone, and the land therof shall become burning pitch.  It shall 
not be quenched night or day; the smoke therof shall go up for ever: from 
generation to generation is shall lie waste; none shall pass through it for ever and 
ever.  But the cormorant and the bittern shall possess it; the owl and also the raven 
shall dwell in it: and he shall stretch out upon it the line of confusion and the 
stones of emptiness. (Verses 34:8-11) 

 
In the book of Job the owl is associated with another “dirty bird” that popped up in the 
previous discussion about the “Angel of Light” (see Djwhal Khul link): 
 
 I am a brother to dragons and a companion to owls. (Verse 30:29) 
 
So what is the ultimate fate to all those who choose to worship the god of this world with 
things like astrology, burning owl worship, witchcraft, bizarre sexcapades, etc. etc. as 
opposed to those who take Him up on His simple salvation plan?  God, the real One, at 
the end of Revelation, makes the contrast: 
 

Blessed are they that do his commandments, that they may have the right to the 
tree of life, and may enter into the gates of the city. For without are dogs, and 
sorcerers, and whoremongers, and murderers, and idolaters, and whosoever loveth 
and maketh a lie (Verse 22:14-15) 

 
In summary, now does my Circle of Life on the New Age page make more sense?  Can 
this world wide runaway freight train ride of satanic descent “To the Mouth of Madness” 
be stopped?  This “conspiracy theorist” says no.   
 



May I once again to invite you to take God, the real One, up on His simple salvation plan 
on the home page? 
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